Noninteracting electrons confined to a corrugated surface are considered in the presence of magnetic field, the corresponding effective Pauli equation is given in the thin-layer quantization formalism. We find that a curvature-induced spin and magnetic field coupling except the well-known geometric potential appears in the effective dynamics. By numerical calculation, we discuss the spin-dependent transport properties of confined electrons in magnetic field, and we find that the transmission probability and spin polarization are modified by the curvature of surface.
INTRODUCTION
As an important property of spintronics, the spin polarization has extensive applications, such as medicine [1] , immunology [2] [3] [4] , microbiology [4, 5] , materials science [6] [7] [8] [9] , optics [10] and physics [11] [12] [13] . For these applications, the generation, propagation, and detection of spins in materials is of paramount importance. Conventionally, In III-V-Based Ferromagnetic Semiconductors several methods for generating polarized spins have been demonstrated. Early experiments demonstrated spin pumping using optical techniques and established the role of nuclear spins in electronic spin dynamics [14, 15] . In recent years, spin polarization has been demonstrated using electrical injection [16] and strong external bias fields [17] . Finally, the strain can also control the spin currents of the junction [18] and spin splitting in the conduction band [19] .
Over the years, electronic transport properties in electromagnetic field have been a subject of active studies both theoretically and experimentally [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , because of its great application potential and the demand on understanding the physics involved. With the advent and development of nanoelectronics, theoretical physicists have tried to study the effects of the geometrical deformation in electromagnetic field by conductance [28] [29] [30] , density of states [31] , magnetic moment [32] , magnetoresistance [33] , resistance [34] , energy level structure [35, 36] , persistent currents [37] , spin current [38] and spin precession [39] . However, the polarization effect of the electronic transport on the basis of the geometrical deformation has been researched seldom. Conventionally, the spin polarization can be induced by external field or intrinsic spin-orbit coupling. Some researches have shown the electronic transport in different magnetic field, reveal the influence of magnetic field on the band structure and spin polarization [40] [41] [42] . The quantization scheme provides a new method to explore the geometric effect of electron spin polarization in the external field.
The periodically corrugated thin layer has been study to demonstrate the influence of geometric effect about transport properties [43] [44] [45] [46] . In this work, we consider a model which a periodically corrugated thin layer in static uniform electromagnetic field. The geometric effect will couple with the external field and the spin of electron, it will affect the transport characteristic such as transmission coefficient and the spin polarization.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a brief derivation of the Pauli equation contain geometric potential and spin curvature couple for the cosine surface(show in Fig 1) in the external electromagnetic field based on the thin layer quantization scheme [47, 48] . In section 3 we calculate the spin transport properties and analyse the relation between the curvature and the spin polarization. Then we present our conclusions in section 4.
MODEL

Dynamic of surface in electromagnetic field
First we brief introduce the dynamic of electron on surface in electromagnetic field. Generally, the Pauli Equation is used to describe the electron in electromagnetic field
(1) According to the thin-layer quantization formulation [49] , we obtain the effective dynamic equation to describe the confined electron on a curved surface in electromagnetic field: arXiv:1910.02813v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 7 Oct 2019
where m * is effective mass of electron in nanomaterial, A is magnetic vector potential,g is the metric of the curved surface, σ is the spin of the electron, φ is the external electric field acting on the curved surface,and V g is geometric potential dependent with the curved surface.
The M is the mean curvature and K is the Gaussian curvature dependent with the position of surface.
Corrugated surface
We consider a curved surface S shown in figure 1 ,which is corrugated along the direction of x with period 2π γ and amplitude a.it is flat along that of y. In the Monge form, S can be expression as
we can also use curvilinear coordinate systems to express the surface as in Fig 1. From the Eq 4 we can obtain the relationships between Cartesian coordinate and curvilinear coordinate:
with
according to differential geometry we can obtain the reduced metric tensor of surface S:
and
so
In Eq 2 we can find that the electric field has nothing to do with the geometric effect, so it is a trivial term in the equation and we will ignore it in next investigation. Then we consider that the surface is on the magnetic field B direct along z,from Eq 5 to 7, the magnetic vector potential is:
x(ξ)i is the corresponding coordinate of ξ in x direction, and C is a constant which don't affect the gauge structure; so the Pauli equation on the corrugation surface is:
with σ 3 is Pauli matrix:
In our model, the system is translational invariant along the direction of η, and we consider the open boundary condition in the direction of η, so the wave function can be written as a product ψ = φ(x)e iηkη ,where the k η is the wave vector component in the η direction.Then the Eq?? change to one dimension equation : When we know the value of wave vector k η , we can use a gauge potential A η = B(x(ξ)+q 3 waγsin(γx ξ ))− kη e ,so the Eq13 become:
If we restrict the boundary condition in ξ is the surface in the region which 0 < x(ξ) < 100nm, the electron can free transport in other region. Then we analyze the geometric effect in transport process based on the Eq16, in this equation we can find that the spin component of wave function mutual noninterference, so we can compute the spin component of wave function respectively, then we can obtain the transmission coefficient component T + and T − too. When the magnetic field vanish, the Eq16 degrade to a Schrodinger equation which only contain geometric potential V g , the Hamiltonian is − 2 ∂ 2 ξ 2m * +V g , we have known the geometric potential can be affected by a and γ which can describe the geometry of surface. With the increase of a and γ, the geometric potential will turn into periodically well, the number of wells is determined by γ, we only consider the surface is integer period so the wave function satisfy Bloch theorem, and when the wells intensify there will be energy band in the system. Furthermore, the length of surface is dependent with a and γ too, in the coordinate of ξ, the length can be calculate by L = L0 0 1 + a 2 γ 2 sin 2 (γx)dx which L 0 is 100nm, so the width of system will increase when a and γ become bigger, it will induce the density of resonant energy larger, at the same time the width of transmission peak narrow down.
When the magnetic field present, the two component of wave function appear difference due the difference of spin term in the Hamiltonian. We consider the two component of wave function respectively, it no longer satisfies the Bloch theorem due to the magnetic potential e 2 B 2 x(ξ) 2 2m * break the periodicity of the system. When the geometric potential is zero, the x is equal to η, the Hamiltonian is − 1 2m * { 2 ∂ 2 ξ − e 2 B 2 x(ξ) 2 e Bσ 3 }, there will be some bound state in the energy region lower than maximum of magnetic potential, which is harmonic oscillator eigenstate, so the transmission peak is equidistant. In the region of energy larger the maximum of magnetic barrier, there aren't harmonic oscillator bound state, the transmission peak is not equidistant anymore. With the increase of geometric potential, the sum of magnetic potential and geometric potential will be divided to several barrier as showed in Fig2, and the energy band will still appear due to the resonant of barriers, it's worth noting that the energy difference between the adjacent barrier will increase with geometric effect intensify, if the energy level is in the difference,there will be different energy level structure.
Then we pay attention to the spin term, we can find it contains magnetic field B and geometric function w, in fact the w will always decrease when the geometric effect increase, at the same time the spin term also decrease, it means the energy level will lower for the spin up state and inverse for the spin down state. We define P T = T+−T− T++T− to measure the spin polarization effect when electrons transport through the surface, and the T + and T − are the transmission coefficient of spin up and down electrons respectively. So we can find the spin polarization affected by the shift and the width of transmission peak. When the geometric potential increase, the width of peak narrow down result in spin polarization intensify, but the shift of peak diminish weaken the spin polarization. So they will compete for change the spin polarization.
Numerical results and discussion
Then we provide the numerical results of transmission coefficient and spin polarization based on transfer matrix method. We view U = − 1 2m * {−e 2 B 2 x 2 ξ − e Bwσ 3 } + V g as the effective potential, divide the corrugation surface into N (N >> 1) segment, each of which has the same width in curvilinear coordinate. In the jth segment, we denote ξ j and ξ j+1 as its coordinates of two sides, and view effective potential U as a constant U σ3 ( ξj +ξj+ 2
). Within the segment, the Eq 13 then becomes:
which has the solution ψ j (ξ) = ψ j+ (ξ)
The ψ j+ (ξ) and ψ j− (ξ) stand for the wave function of spin up and spin down electron respectively. On account of the continuities of ψ j (ξ) and ψ j (ξ) at each boundary, we can determine the a j ,b j ,c j and d j by the following multiplication:
where
FIG. 3. The transmission probability versus energy and geometry parameter a when the magnetic field is vanish,and the γL = 4π
So the evolution of the wave function can be obtained. We consider the free electron source enter the surface from the boundary which is ξ = 0, and exit from another boundary. So the spin is balanced when the electron enter the surface, that means the a 0 = c 0 . When electrons exit the surface,there is no reflection on the boundary, thus we get the b N = d N = 0. In the case the a N = 
In Fig3 we show the transmission coefficient versus energy and a without magnetic field, we can find it is according with our analysis about the energy state. The transmission energy spectrum distribution is in direct proportion to square of integer when geometric effect vanish and evolution to energy band structure with a increase, the number of transmission peak in each subband is equal to the half number of surface period,the width of peak smaller when the geometric potential increase. Moreover, when the magnetic field is not zero,the Fig4 show the transmission coefficient and spin polarization versus energy and a in three different magnetic field. We can find the transmission coefficient is very little in bound energy region, and the peak is equally spaced which display the harmonic oscillator energy cause by magnetic field. In addition, we can find some peak cross or distort in some energy such as in red ring,some energy is exactly in the gap of adjacent magnetic barrier as we analyze in previous paper,we can find the others in the neighbourhood of magnetic barrier maximum which shows the change from bound state to unbound state. For the spin polarization,we find that the polarizability is stronger in bound energy region than higher region,and the spin down polarization peak is wider than the spin up peak. Furthermore, the spin down polarization peak narrrow down with a increase when a smaller, and wider when a big enough. In order to understand these result, we show some spin transmission spectrum in Fig5, then we find the spin polarization affect by the width of transmission peak. In bound energy region such as the energy smaller than 10mev,the width of peak is narrower than the difference of transmission peak shift,so the spin polarization is almost unit there, with the increase of energy, the width of peak increase to larger than the transmission peak shift,the spin polarization will weaker. In addition, we can also find the shift of peak smaller with the increase of a and γ,result in the width of spin polarization narrower when geometric potential increase,and due to the cross or distort of peak with a increase, the spin polarization peak will merge together or wider in these area. 
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have studied the electron spin polarization transport on corrugated surface in external field. We obtain the effective Pauli equation of corrugated surface in electromagnetic field,according to the equation,we review that the geometry effect in the transport program when the external field vanish, and further investigate the geometry effect in static uniform magnetic field by investigating the transport program. We find that the magnetic field will induce bound state in low energy region,the geometry effect will lead to the transmission peak narrower and distort in some appropriate area. In addition,there are very strong spin down polarization in bound energy region. These consequence suggests the possibility of using corrugated surface as spin filter and spin transistor by control the amplitude a and period number n of the corrugations.
